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DON’T treat as an after thought
Think about…
◦ Why are we going out?
◦ How will I collate the data?
◦ How will it be presented later?
◦ Will the students be able to use it later?



Three reasons…
Gain additional knowledge
Gain additional skills
Have fun
All of the above?



Will you be creating a ‘class set’ of data?
◦ Keep it simple for yourself

Standard recording sheets
Closed answer questions on questionnaires etc
Data input screens on computers in the same layout as 
recording sheets



AVOID DIY understanding other peoples data can be very 
confusing if they are not present!

Data collation techniques
◦ “Put your hand up if…”
◦ Summary sheets to be completed by groups then 

collected in
Useful to have a holding exercise

Methodology write up
Colouring in!

Computer networks



LARGE datasets?
◦ Simplify collation on networked computers
◦ Microsoft Excel allows ‘Workbook sharing’
How?
◦ Tools Share Workbook
◦ Select ‘Allow changes…’
◦ Save in a shared location – My Documents?
◦ Access the shared file from the computers to be 

used by the group
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◦ See me later – I’ll show you!



Know what to expect
◦ It’s easier to ‘error check’ if you have a broad idea 

of what you expect to find
◦ Think about methods of ‘appropriate’ presentation

Bar charts, line graphs, pie charts
Don’t rely too heavily on computer generated graphs –
not always appropriate



Don’t summarise too much
◦ Lots of valuable information can be lost by creating 

an ‘average’



When’s the next parents evening?
Can it be turned into a display?
◦ Field sketches
◦ Descriptive writing
◦ Annotated photographs


